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Since a thick shell may be analysed into elementary thin shells, it follows that the attraction of any homogeneous shell "bounded by similar and similarly situated concentric ellipsoids at any internal point is zero.
69.    If P is on the outside of a thin ellipsoidal shell, bounded by similar concentric ellipsoids, we may show by similar reasoning that the enveloping cone luliose vertex is P divides the surface into two portions whose attractions at P are the same in direction and magnitude.
When P is indefinitely close to the outer margin of the shell, the infinitely small portion on the nearer side of the polar plane exerts the same attraction at P as all the rest of the shell. If the thin shell is spherical, the resultant attraction is known to be the same as if the whole mass were collected at its centre. Putting m for the mass per unit of area, the attraction at P of each of the portions on the two sides of the polar plane is 2?rm.
70.    We may apply these results to the solid bounded by two concentric similar and  similarly situated  hyperboloids.    If one sheet  attract and the other repel, the attraction on P is zero, provided both sheets are on the same side of P.
Also a paraboloidal shell bounded by two equal paraboloids having their axes coincident but their vertices separate exerts no attraction at an internal point.
j' 71. If the thin shell is ellipsoidal and P is very close to the outer margin, the distance of P from the polar plane is infinitely smaller than the linear dimensions of the curve of contact. The attraction at P of the portion on the nearer side of the polar plane is therefore the same as that of an infinite plate of the same thickness, see Art. 22. The attraction at P of each of the portions on the two sides of the polar plane is therefore 2mn} where m is the mass of the shell in the neighbourhood of P per unit of area. The attraction of the whole shell at a point P, just outside the shell, is therefore twice that of an infinite plate of the same thickness as that of the shell at P, i.e. the attraction is ^irm. It also follows that the direction of the attraction is the same as that of the infinite plate and is normal to the shell. This line of argument will be more fully considered further on.
Let a, 6, c be the semi-axes of the inner boundary of the shell,

